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Abstract
It is known from the New Energy and Industry Technology Development Organization (NEDO) roam map Japan, 2017 that the polymer electrolyte fuel cell
(PEFC) power generation system is required to operate at 100˚C for application of mobility usage from 2020 to 2025. This study aims to clarify the effect
of separator thickness on the distribution of the temperature of reaction
surface (Treact) at the initial temperature of cell (Tini) with flow rate, relative
humidity (RH) of supply gases as well as RH of air surrounding cell of PEFC.
The distribution of Treact is estimated by means of the heat transfer model
considering the H2O vapor transfer proposed by the authors. The relationship
between the standard deviation of Treact-Tini and total voltage obtained in the
experiment is also investigated. We can know the effect of the flow rate of
supply gas as well as RH of air surrounding cell of PEFC on the distribution
of Treact-Tini is not significant. It is observed the wider distribution of Treact-Tini
provides the reduction in power generation performance irrespective of separator thickness. In the case of separator thickness of 1.0 mm, the standard
deviation of Treact-Tini has smaller distribution range and the total voltage
shows a larger variation compared to the other cases.

Keywords
Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell, Heat Transfer Modeling, H2O Vapor Transfer,
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1. Introduction
Recently, it is thought that renewable energy is desirable as one solution to solve
global warming and H2 is considered to be one procedure to preserve and
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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transport renewable energy as well as battery since photovoltaic and wind power
have time variability. Polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) which is one type of
fuel cell (FC) is a popular application to use H2 as a fuel that can generate power and
heat. In Japan, New Energy and Industrial Technology Development (NEDO)’s road
map Japan, 2017 [1] has declared that PEFC should be operated at around 100˚C
for mobility application respectively, which targets the duration from the year
2020 to 2025. However, PEFC using polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) e.g.
Nafion is usually operated from 60˚C to 80˚C [2] [3] [4]. If we operate PEFC at a
relatively higher temperature than usual, i.e. 100˚C, the following merits can be
obtained: 1) promotion of electrochemical kinetics of both electrodes; 2) reduction in the cooling system for mobile application due to a larger temperature gap
between the PEFC stack and coolant; 3) enhancement of endurance to CO which
can be available on the low quality of reformed H2, 4) H2O management is simplified since we can consider a single phase of H2O only, 5) waste heat can be
utilized as an energy source [5] [6]. However, we need to consider the following
problems if we operate the PEFC system at a higher temperature than usual: 1)
degradation of PEM, 2) erosion of catalyst, 3) uneven distributions of gas flow,
pressure, temperature, voltage and current. We should solve these problems in
order to commercialize the PEFC system which operates at relatively high temperatures [5]. Additionally, the temperature distribution also provides the impact on 1) the phase change of H2O, 2) the performance of PEM, and 3) fuel and
oxidant flows in the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and the electrode at a higher temperature than usual. Consequently, it is necessary to understand the temperature
distribution in a single PEFC to promote the power generation performance and
extend the operational life span of the PEFC system.
High Temperature PEFC (HTPEFC) has been focused recently on temperature above 100˚C [7]-[14]. Most of them can be categorized into the R & D of
new materials, which can work at a higher temperature, e.g. membrane and catalyst [7]-[14]. Focused on the research to understand the heat and mass transfer
characteristics in HTPEFC, some numerical studies have reported that the temperature-driven H2O transport in cathode GDL [15], optimization of electrode
thickness to obtain higher performance without high cost [16], assessment of
mass transport effect on the performance by 3D multi-physics modeling [17],
optimization of GDL focusing the thickness of porosity by non-isothermal 3D
model [18] and dynamic simulation for start-up process by non-isothermal 3D
model [4]. Some numerical studies [19] [20] [21] have reported analysis on separators to optimize a gas channel considering the widths of top and bottom, e.g.
cross-sectional area with a trapezium shape [19], the investigation of power generation performance, reactant and H2O saturation distribution using oriented-type
flow channels with porous-blocked baffles [20], and the impact of the ratio of
channel width to rib width on the performance and mass distribution in the cell
[21]. A few researchers [4] [22] [23] have reported numerical simulation on temperature distribution in a single PEFC which is operated at a higher temperature
than usual. However, only a few papers [4] [22] have investigated the temperaDOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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ture distribution on the interface between PEM and electrode at the cathode,
which is defined as the reaction surface in this study, excluding the research conducted by the authors [24] [25] [26] [27]. The previous studies [24] [25] [26] [27]
have confirmed the thickness effect of not only PEM but also GDL on the distribution of temperature at reaction surface (Treact) in a single PEFC at a higher
temperature, i.e. 90˚C or 100˚C by the heat transfer model using the experimental temperature distribution data gotten by means of thermograph. However, the
effect of separator thickness including saddle thickness and channel height on the
distribution of Treact has not been investigated yet. The separator thickness influences
the weight, volume and cost of PEFC stack since the commercial PEFC stack is
composed of several hundreds of cells. Consequently, it is necessary to clarify the
effect of separator thickness on the distribution of Treact in order to commercialize
the PEFC stack operated at higher temperature than usual.
This study aims to clarify the thickness effect of separator on the distribution
of Treact in single PEFC changing flow rates, relative humidity (RH) of supply
gases at initial operation temperature (Tini) of 100˚C. The effect of RH of air
surrounding the single PEFC on the distribution of Treact is investigated. Using
thinner PEM and thinner GDL at the same time is adopted for this analysis. The
previous studies conducted by the authors [24] [25] [26] [27] have clarified using
thinner PEM and thinner GDL at the same time is effective in order to obtain higher
power generation performance of PEFC operated at higher temperature, i.e. 90˚C
and 100˚C. The authors have measured the temperature distributions on separator’s back of a cell of PEFC by means of thermograph, which is applied to the
heat transfer model developed by the authors [28] [29]. Since this procedure can
measure the temperature distribution with no disturbance of the heat and mass
transfer phenomena and power generation characteristics because of sensor installation, it can be claimed that the temperature distribution during the power
generation can be measured accurately. Using the measured data, the previous
studies [27] [30] [31] have challenged to develop an empirical model in order to
predict the distributions of Treact. Though the authors have reviewed the literature, it is confirmed there is no previous study to estimate the distribution of
Treact using the temperature data at separator’s back. The heat transfer model
proposed by this study can predict the distributions of Treact using the measured
separator’s back, and it is favorable to analyze through a model. The distribution
of Treact can be estimated easily with no difficult and complex temperature measurement by the proposed heat transfer model. Additionally, this study also develops the model considering the H2O vapor transfer through the components of
cell as well as heat transfer. Since the H2O vapor transfer through the cell components has not been considered in the past model [24] [25] [26] [27], this is a
brand-new procedure to make a prediction on the distribution of Treact.
In the studies carried out by the authors [24] [25] [26] [27], a 1D multi-plate
heat transfer model which uses the temperature data of separator’s back measured by means of the thermograph with power generation has been developed.
Single PEFC is composed of PEM, catalyst layer, MPL, GDL and separator. The
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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model proposed by the authors [24] [25] [26] [27] has assumed that all heat flows
through multi-plates of these cell components. This study calculates the temperature at the interface between PEM and catalyst later on the cathode, i.e. Treact by
the heat transfer model [24] [25] [26] [27]. This is a brand-new procedure to clarify the heat transfer characteristics in a single PEFC using the experimental data
obtained by means of the thermograph and the proposed model.

2. Numerical Analysis Procedure
2.1. 1D Multi-Plate Heat Transfer Model
Figure 1 shows the multi-plate single cell of the PEFC module proposed by this
study. In this module, the separator’s back is the opposite side of the surface
contacting with GDL. The separator’s back surface temperatures Tsurf, c and Tsurf, a
are measured by the thermograph. This study assumes the heat transfer across
the module is to be in 1D direction only. In this module, this study divides the
cell into a channel and a rib part, and the upper and lower parts indicate rib part
and channel part, respectively. This study assumes the heat transfer is to be in
the through-plane direction for both parts.
This study assumes the heat generated on the reaction surface is transferred to
cathode and anode sides separately. Though the gas which flows through the gas
channel from the inlet to the outlet of the cell transports a heat, the total amount
of heat taken is below 1% of the calculated reaction heat of about 20 W [32].
Consequently, this study considered that the heat transported by the gas flow
can be ignored in this model. In addition, the mass flow rate of gas flowing
through the gas channel is very little which ranges from 10−8 to 10−6 kg/s. Therefore,

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of 1D multi-plate heat transfer module.
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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this study can assume the thermal conduction of gas in the gas channel only since
the gas flow is thought to be static. The other studies on the numerical simulation conducted by 3D model considering the phase change of H2O [27] [33] have
reported that the temperature difference between Treact under the rib and that
under the channel is small, which is about within 1˚C at the temperature of 70˚C
- 80˚C. Consequently, it can be thought the effect of the heat pipe that supports
the heat removal under the channel is small.

2.2. Heat Generation Rate by Reaction in the Model Proposed by
This Study
The heat generation rate Hreact produced by reaction can be calculated as follows
[24] [25] [26] [27]:

H react= Ei − WE

(1)

where Ei indicates the ideal (total) energy generation rate from the H2O formation by H2 and O2 which is estimated by the higher heating value (qHHV). WE indicates the electric work produced by PEFC. Ei and WE are defined as following
[24] [25] [26] [27]:

=
Ei mH2 × qHHV

(2)

WE = I × V

(3)

where I indicates the total current gotten by the power generation experiment.
The power generation data obtained at the load current of 20 A (=0.80 A/cm2)
which are applied for proposed heat transfer model. V indicates the total voltage
and obtained by the power generation experiment. mH2 indicates the molar flow
rate of supplied H2, which is the same as the ideal reaction consumption rate of
H2 needed for the power generation at 20 A, i.e., the stoichiometric ratio (s.r.) of
1.0, where s.r. means the ratio of the feed amount of H2 and O2 to that needed to
generate a current of 20 A. The flow rate of supply gas (H2) at s.r. of 1.0 can be
defined as following [24] [25] [26] [27]:

mH2 = I nF

(4)

where mH2 indicates the molar flow rate of supplied H2 (mol/s), n indicates the
valence of ion (=2 in case of H2), F indicates the Faraday constant (=96,500
C/mol). mO2 indicates the molar flow rate of supplied O2 (mol/s) and it can be
estimated as following [24] [25] [26] [27]:

H 2 + 1 2 O2 =
H2O

(5)

The s.r. of supply gases is confirmed actually by means of the mass flow controller which is set up at the inlet of the single cell. Additionally, the mass flow
meter is set up at the outlet of the cell in the power generation experiment [28].
The consumption rates of supplied H2 and O2 are s.r. of 1.0 respectively, which is
confirmed from the power generation experiment.

2.3. Heat-Balance Formulas to Calculate Reaction Surface
Temperature
In the proposed model, the transferred heats can be expressed as Equations
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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(6)-(10), which are mentioned in the reference [34].

H rib,c = K rib,c A (Treact,rib – Tsurf ,c ) 2

(6)

H chan,c = K chan,c A (Treact,chan – Tsuf ,c ) 2

(7)

H rib,a = K rib,a A (Treact,rib – Tsurf ,a ) 2

(8)

H chan,a = K chan,a A (Treact,chan – Tsurf ,a ) 2

(9)

H react = H rib,c + H chan,c + H rib,a + H chan,a

(10)

where Hrib,c means the heat flux through cathode side under rib (W), Krib,c means
the overall heat transfer coefficient through cathode side under rib (W/(m2·K)),

A means the heat transfer area which equals to the active area of MEA, i.e., power generation area (=0.0025 m2), Treact,rib means the temperature of reaction surface under rib (K or ˚C), Tsurf,c means the separator’s back surface temperature at
cathode (K or ˚C), Hchan,c means the heat flux through cathode side under channel (W), Kchan,c means the overall heat transfer coefficient through cathode side
under channel (W/(m2·K)), Treact,chan means the temperature of reaction surface
under channel (K or ˚C), Hrib,a means the heat flux through anode side under rib
(W), Krib,a means the overall heat transfer coefficient through anode side under
rib (W/(m2·K )), Tsurf,a means the separator’s back temperature at anode (K or
˚C), Hchan,a means the heat flux through anode side under channel (W), Kchan,a
means the overall heat transfer coefficient through anode side under channel
(W/(m2·K)). Krib,c, Kchan,c, Krib,a and Kchan,a can be defined as following:
1 K rib,c = d cat kcat + d MPL kMPL + d GDL kGDL + d rib krib + dsep ksep

(11)

1 K chan,c =
d cat kcat + d MPL kMPL + d GDL kGDL + d chan kchan,c + dsep ksep

(12)

1 K rib,a= d PEM kPEM + d cat kcat + d MPL kMPL + d GDL kGDL
+ d rib krib + dsep ksep
1 K chan,a= d PEM kPEM + d cat kcat + d MPL kMPL + d GDL kGDL
+ d chan kchan,a + dsep ksep

(13)
(14)

where dcat means the thickness of the catalyst layer (m), kcat means the thermal
conductivity of the catalyst layer (W/(m·K)), dMPL means the thickness of MPL
(m), kMPL means the thermal conductivity of MPL (W/(m·K), dGDL means the
thickness of GDL (m), kGDL means the thermal conductivity of GDL (W/(m·K)),
drib means the thickness of the separator rib (m), krib means the thermal conductivity of the separator rib (W/(m·K)), dsep means thickness of the separator except for rib (m), ksep means the thermal conductivity of the separator except for
rib (W/(m·K)), dchan means thickness of the channel of separator (m), kchan means
the thermal conductivity of the mixed gas in the channel of separator (W/(m·K)),

dPEM means the thickness of PEM (m), kPEM means the thermal conductivity of
PEM (W/(m·K)).
Table 1 shows the specification of cell components applied for the proposed
model. Nafion NRE-211 (produced by Du Pont Corp.) with a thickness of 25 micron
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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Table 1. Specification on components of single PEFC according to the manufacture’s catalog and previous studies [24]-[29].
Porosity
Effective thermal
[-]
conductivity [W/(m∙K)]

Components

Dimension

Characteristics

Polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM)

50.0 mm × 50.0 mm × 0.025 mm

Nafion NRE-211
(produced by Du Pont Corp.)

0.28

0.195

Catalyst layer

50.0 mm × 50.0 mm × 0.01 mm

Pt/C
(20 wt% loading)

0.78

0.27

Micro porous layer
(MPL)

50.0 mm × 50.0 mm × 0.003 mm

Mixture of carbon
black and PTFE

0.60

1.0

Gas diffusion layer
(GDL)

50.0 mm × 50.0 mm × 0.11 mm

TGP-H-030
(produced by Toray Corp.)

0.78

1.7

Separator

75.4 mm × 75.4 mm × 2.0 mm
(saddle thickness = 1.0 mm,
channel height = 1.0 mm) or 1.5 mm
(saddle thickness = 0.5 mm, channel
height = 1.0 mm) or 1.0 mm
(saddle thickness = 0.5 mm,
channel height = 0.5 mm)

Carbon graphite, separator

0.15

2

and TGP-H-030 (produced by Toray Corp.) with a thickness of 110 micron are
adopted in this study. The proposed model is composed of PEM, catalyst layer,
MPL, GDL and separator. Table 1 lists some values of components, which are
the same as the previous studies [24] [25] [26] [27].
Table 1 also lists the effective thermal conductivities of porous media k [28]
[29] [35], which are the same as the values of cell components used in the experiment carried out by the authors [28] [29]. According to Table 2, the effective
thermal conductivities are listed under the condition that the pores of cell components are fulfilled with air at room temperature. The corrected effective thermal conductivities are estimated under the condition that the pores of cell components are fulfilled with H2 or O2 at 100˚C, which represents Tini in this study.
As to the power generation experiment whose data were applied for the heat
transfer model proposed by this study [29], the single PEFC was pre-pared by
electric heater at Tini for the power generation experiment to measure the temperature by means of thermograph. Additionally, this study controls the temperature of supply gas by electric heater at Tini. Thermal conductivities of each
supply gases are referred from “The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers” [36]
in this calculation.
Additionally, this study considers the H2O vapor transfer from the catalyst
layer at the cathode. The H2O produced by electro-chemical reaction transfers to
the outside of the single PEFC by the gas diffusion. Figure 2 shows 1D multi-plate H2O vapor transfer model. e means porosity (-).
This study estimates the H2O vapor concentration in catalyst layer at the cathode by adding the H2O produced by electro-chemical reaction. It is mixed with
the H2O in supplied gas in the cell, which indicates the RH of supply gas. We
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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Figure 2. 1D multi-plate H2O vapor transfer module.
Table 2. Diffusivity of H2O vapor which is applied for considering the H2O vapor transfer
in the cell [37] [38].
H2O-H2 [m2/s]

9.27 × 10−5

H2O-O2 [m2/s]

3.57 × 10−5

PEM (40% RH) [m2/s]

3.958 × 10−7

PEM (80% RH) [m2/s]

1.166 × 10−6

divide the cell into twenty segments as explained later. This study divides the
amount of H2O produced by electro-chemical reaction into twenty segments
equally, and this study assumes to add it with gas flows through segments. Due
to consumption of H2 and O2 by electro-chemical reaction in anode side and cathode side, respectively, the concentration of H2 and O2 in catalyst layer at anode
and cathode, respectively, decreases from the inlet to the outlet through segments gradually, which was confirmed by the study on numerical simulation
with 3D model [39]. In addition, the in-plane molar concentration distribution
of H2O on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at cathode increases
gradually along with the gas flow through the gas channel [39]. Therefore, this
study has divided the amount of produced H2O into twenty segments equally in
order to confirm the regularity of phenomena. This study estimates the H2O vapor concentration in catalyst layer at cathode by considering the change in H2O
vapor and O2. It is a meaningful to understand the diffusivity of H2O vapor in
each component of single cell. Table 2 shows diffusivity of H2O vapors applied
in this study.
This study assumes a binary diffusion of H2O, and H2 or O2 is conducted in
each component excluding PEM. Regarding PEM, the H2O vapor is transported
via electro-osmotic drag with H+, depending on H2O content in PEM [36]. The
relation between RH of supply gas and diffusivity of H2O vapor in PEM is followed from the reference [37]. The H2O vapor transfer can be estimated by Equations (15)-(26).
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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wI =
− DH2 O-O2 ( CI − Ccat ) d MPL eMPL

(15)

wII =
− DH2 O-O2 ( CII − CI ) d GDL eGDL

(16)

wIII =
− DH2 O-O2 ( CIII − CII ) d Rib eRib

(17)

wIV =
− DH2 O-O2 ( CIV − CIII ) dsep esep

(18)

wV =
− DPEM ( CV − Ccat ) d PEM ePEM

(19)

wVI =
− DH2 O-H2 ( CVI − CV ) d cat ecat

(20)

wVII =
− DH2 O-H2 ( CVII − CVI ) d MPL eMPL

(21)

wVIII =
− DH2 O-H2 ( CVIII − CVII ) d GDL eGDL

(22)

wIX =
− DH2 O-H2 ( CIX − CVIII ) d Rib eRib

(23)

wX =
− DH2 O-H2 ( CX − CIX ) dsep esep =
− DH2 O-H2 ( CIV − CIX ) dsep esep

(24)

wcathode =
( Ccat − CIV ) DH2O-H2

(d

e

GDL GDL

+ d Rib eRib + dsep esep + d MPL eMPL )

wanode =
( Ccat − CIV ) {d PEM ePEM DPEM + ( dcat ecat + dGDL eGDL
+ d Rib eRib + dsep esep + d MPL eMPL ) DH2 O-O2

}

(25)
(26)

where DH 2 O-O2 means the binary diffusivity of H2O and O2 (m2/s), CI means the
H2O vapor concentration on the interface between MPL and GDL at cathode
(kg/m3), Ccat means the H2O vapor concentration in catalyst layer at cathode
(kg/m3), CII means the H2O vapor concentration on the interface between GDL
and separator rib or separator channel at cathode (kg/m3), CIII means the H2O
vapor concentration on the interface between separator rib or separator channel
and separator except for rib at cathode (kg/m3), CIV means the H2O vapor concentration on the surface of separator’s back surface at cathode (=H2O vapor
concentration in the experimental room) (kg/m3), DPEM means diffusivity of H2O
vapor in PEM (m2/s), CV means the H2O vapor concentration on the interface
between PEM and catalyst layer at cathode (kg/m3), DH 2 O-H 2 means binary diffusivity of H2O and H2 (m2/s), CVI means the H2O vapor concentration on the
interface between catalyst layer and MPL at anode (kg/m3), CVII means the H2O
vapor concentration on the interface between MPL and GDL at anode (kg/m3),
CVIII means the H2O vapor concentration on the interface between GDL and separator rib or separator channel at anode (kg/m3), CIX means the H2O vapor
concentration on the interface between separator rib and separator channel at
anode(kg/m3), and CX means the H2O vapor concentration on the surface of separator’s back surface at anode (=CIV=H2O vapor concentration in the air in the
experimental room) (kg/m3). This study changes CIV by 20% RH, 40% RH, 60%
RH and 80% RH in order to evaluate the effect on the distribution of Treact. In
this calculation, the thermal conductivity of each gas is estimated by the above
mentioned H2O vapor transfer [36].
The temperatures are measured by means of the thermograph to be substituted into the formulas as Tsurf,c and Tsurf,a to solve Equations (6)-(9). Table 3
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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Table 3. Power generation operation conditions to measure temperature by means of
thermograph.
Initial temperature of cell (Tini) [˚C]

100

Load current of cell (A) (current density [A/cm2])

20 (0.80)

Condition of supply gas
Anode

Cathode

Gas type

H2

O2

Temperature of supply gas at inlet [˚C]

100

100

Relative humidity (RH) of supply gas [% RH]

40, 80

40, 80

Pressure of supply gas at inlet (absolute) [MPa]

0.4

0.4

Flow rate of supply gas at inlet [NL/min]
(stoichiometric ratio [-])

0.210 (1.5),
0.280 (2.0),
0.420 (3.0)

0.105 (1.5),
0.140 (2.0),
0.210 (3.0)

shows the operation conditions which are used for the power generation experiment in order to measure the temperatures by means of thermograph. The data obtained under these experimental conditions have been used for 1D multi-plate heat transfer analysis. This study keeps the current density at 0.80 A/cm2
in the power generation experiment in order to obtain the temperature data by
means of thermograph. This study obtains the temperature distribution data
caused by the reaction heat at the separator back. The author’s previous studies
have already explained the experimental procedure to measure the temperature
during power generation [28] [29].
The authors show Figure 3 to explain the segment division procedure using the
example data of temperature image measured by thermograph. Figure 3 does not
show the specific experimental data. It is seen from Figure 3 that we divide the
in-plane temperature distribution into the segment with size of 10 mm × 10 mm
each in order to apply the temperature data measured by means of thermograph
for the heat transfer model proposed by this study. Although the power generation area is 50 mm × 50 mm, this study sets the observation area at the size of 40
mm × 50 mm in order to avoid leaking a gas via observation window in the experiments. The both gas channel width and rib width of separator are 1.0 mm
and the number of gas channel is 5. Each segment is composed of five parts of
rib and gas channel. This study considers the mean temperature in each segment
at anode and cathode for the separator’s back temperature in the proposed heat
transfer model. Figure 3 shows the segments named from A to T along with the
gas flow direction.
It can be seen in Figure 3 the insulators which cover the gas pipes disrupt the
thermograph measurement regarding the area of segments A and T. We obtain
the effective temperatures of segments A and T by eliminating the temperature
data interrupted by the insulator from the all temperature data in each segment.
This study assumes that Tsurf,c on the rib side equals to Tsurf,c on the channel sides
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2022.147014
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Figure 3. Segment division procedure of in-plane temperature distribution image measured by means of thermograph.

as well as Tsurf,a because we cannot recognize the difference between them by
means of the measured data [28] [29].
According to the above mentioned assumptions and Equations (6) - (14), the
reaction surface temperature Treact can be obtained as follows:

{

Treact = Treact,rib = Treact,chan = 2H react A + ( K rib,c + K chan,c ) Tsurf ,c
+ ( K rib,a + K chan,a ) Tsurf ,a

} (K

rib,c

+ K chan,a + K rib,a + K chan,a )

(27)

where Treact can be estimated by Hreact without calculating the local heat flux for
each segment. Here, Hreact is applied to estimate Treact, which is used as a constant
irrespective of the segment. In addition, i indicates the segment.

2.4. Validation
Compared with the other reported heat transfer models [35] [40] [41] considering heat transfer conditions, the model developed by the authors [24] [25] [26]
[27] [32] [42] has some difference. However, we have confirmed the temperature
gradients for the targeted regions are almost the same tendency under the similar operational conditions [42]. In addition, the authors [43] have already simulated by the commercial CFD software with 3D model in order to predict the
distributions of Treact. This 3D model bases on the governing equations consisting of conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy in porous region and
electro-chemical reaction. According to the comparison of the results of numerical simulation using 3D model with that of 1D model developed by this study
under the various operation conditions, the differences of Treact between two different models were from approximately 0.1˚C to 1.5˚C. Therefore, the 1D model
developed by the authors could be validated by the 3D model. Consequently, we
can consider that the heat transfer model developed by this study is reasonable.
In addition, the authors think 1D model can save the research time and provide to
understand the phenomena and mechanism in single cell of PEFC easily compared
to 3D model if the accuracy of 1D model is confirmed. The authors also think
that the simple analysis using 1D model is meaningful to speed up the R & D on
PEFC.
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3. Results
3.1. Effect of Flow Rate of Supply Gas and RH of Air Surrounding
Cell of PEFC on Distribution of Treact-Tini
It is necessary to clarify the effect of flow rates of supply gases on heat and mass
transfer phenomena and power generation characteristics for managing the operation conditions. Figure 4 exhibits the effect of stoichiometric ratio (s.r.) of
supply gases on distribution of Treact-Tini calculated by the heat transfer model
proposed by this study. As to the RH of supply gases at the inlet, it is 80% RH at
anode and 80% RH at cathode (i.e., A 80% RH, C 80% RH), respectively. Regarding the s.r. of supply gas at the inlet, it is set at 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0. The separator
thickness is 2.0 mm.
It is seen from Figure 4 that the effect of flow rate of supply gases on distribution of Treact-Tini is not large. Gas supply for power generation at s.r. = 1.5 [24]
[26] is sufficient for power generation. In addition, it is confirmed the effect of
flow rate of supply gases on distributions of Treact-Tini is not significant regardless
of RH condition, Treact-Tini and separator thickness investigated in this study. The
power output is nearly the same among various s.r. according to the power generation experiments in this study [28] [29]. In the following section, the results
obtained with s.r. = 1.5 are analyzed as the representative case.
Additionally, it is important to understand the effect of RH of air surrounding
single PEFC on distribution of Treact-Tini which is estimated by the heat transfer
model proposed by this study. Figure 5 shows the effect of RH of air surrounding single PEFC on distribution of Treact-Tini. The RH of supply gases is A 80%
RH, C 80% RH. As to the s.r. of supply gas, it is 1.5. The separator thickness is
2.0 mm. The RH of air surrounding single PEFC is changed from 20% RH to
80% RH.

Figure 4. Effect of stoichiometric ratio on distribution of Treact-Tini (A 80% RH, C 80%
RH; relative humidity = 60% RH; separator thickness = 2.0 mm).
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Figure 5. Effect of RH of air surrounding single PEFC on distribution of Treact-Tini (A 80%
RH, C 80% RH; s.r. = 1.5; separator thickness = 2.0 mm).

It is obvious from Figure 5 that the effect of RH of air surrounding single
PEFC on distribution of Treact-Tini is small. It can be also confirmed under the
other conditions investigated in this study. The digit of Ccat is 2 to 4 times as
large as that of CIV. We can think that the effect of RH of air surrounding single
PEFC, i.e., CIV on distribution of Treact-Tini is smaller. The annual mean RH of
atmospheric air in Tsu City, Mie Prefecture, Japan in 2021 where the authors live
is 63% RH [44]. In the following section, the results gotten by assuming CIV of
60% RH are displayed.

3.2. Effect of Separator Size with RH on Distribution of Treact-Tini
Figures 6-9 show comparison of distribution of Treact-Tini among different separator thicknesses and RHs, respectively. The separator thickness is changed by
2.0 mm (saddle thickness = 1.0 mm, channel height = 1.0 mm), 1.5 mm (saddle
thickness = 0.5 mm, channel height = 1.0 mm) and 1.0 mm (saddle height = 0.5
mm, channel height = 0.5 mm). RH is changed by A 80% RH, C 80% RH, 80% &
RH at anode and 40% RH at cathode (A 80% RH, C 40% RH), 40% RH at anode
and 80% RH at cathode (A 40% RH, C 80% RH) and 40% RH at anode and 40%
RH at cathode (A 40% RH, C 40% RH). In addition, Figures 10-13 show comparison of polarization curves among different thicknesses and RHs, respectively. The polarization curves were obtained from the power generation experiment.
According to Figures 6-9, we can observe that the temperature declines at the
position D, L and T in case of separator thickness of 2.0 mm irrespective of RH,
resulting in wider temperature distribution. In addition, the temperature in case
of separator thickness of 2.0 mm is lower than that in case of separator thickness
of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. In the experiment to obtain Tsur,a and Tsurf,c by thermograph, the temperature is measured after confirming the steady state [29]. Since
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Figure 6. Effect of separator thickness on distribution of Treact-Tini (A 80% RH, C 80%
RH).

Figure 7. Effect of separator thickness on distribution of Treact-Tini (A 80% RH, C 40%
RH).

Figure 8. Effect of separator thickness on distribution of Treact-Tini (A 40% RH, C 80%
RH).
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Figure 9. Effect of separator thickness on distribution of Treact-Tini (A 40% RH, C 40%
RH).

Figure 10. Comparison of polarization curves among various separator thicknesses (A 80%
RH, C 80% RH).

Figure 11. Comparison of polarization curves among various separator thicknesses (A
80% RH, C 40% RH).

the heat capacity of separator thickness of 2.0 mm is larger, it is thought that the
whole cell temperature after balancing with the atmospheric air is lower compared to the other considered separator thicknesses [45]. If the whole cell temperature decreases, the actual RH increases. This is due to exponential increasing
saturation of H2O vapor with temperature [46]. It is thought that the H2O water
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Figure 12. Comparison of polarization curves among various separator thicknesses (A
40% RH, C 80% RH).

Figure 13. Comparison of polarization curves among various separator thicknesses (A
40% RH, C 40% RH).

concentration is higher at the position L which is positioned at the corner of
serpentine separator. As a result, the gas diffusion in GDL and catalyst layer
might be disrupted, which causes the decrease in the kinetics of electro-chemical
reaction. Consequently, the temperature declines at the position L since the power
generation performance is declined. As to the position T, it is thought that the
H2O water concentration is higher because the H2O with gas flow concentrates
at the outlet of the cell [24] [25] and well hydration. Therefore, the temperature declines at the position L and T are remarkable in case of separator thickness of 2.0 mm compared to the other separator cases. Regarding the position
D, it is the inlet of the anode side. Therefore, the cell is cooled by the gas
since the supplied gas is colder than the single PEFC heated by reaction heat
[24] [46].
According to Figures 6-9, we can observe the temperature increases along
with the gas flow through the gas channel by approximately 1˚C in case of separator thickness of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. The PEM is hydrated by not only the
H2O produced by electro-chemical reaction but also the humidified gas flows
through the gas channel, indicating the power generation is progressed along
with the gas flow [25] [26].
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We can see from Figures 10-13 that the power generation performance declines with the reduction in separator thickness especially at high current density
such as 0.80 A/cm2 and low RH condition, i.e. A 40% RH, C 40% RH. The heat
capacity is smaller with the decrease in separator thickness, resulting that the cell
of PEFC is easy to be dehydrated [45]. Under the high current density condition
which produces larger heat by reaction as well as dry condition, the cell of PEFC
is dehydrated more. Therefore, the power generation performance declines.

3.3. Evaluation on Standard Deviation of Distribution of Treact
Figures 14-16 display the relation between standard deviation of distribution of

Treact-Tini and total voltage obtained in the experiment changing the separator
thickness. The data under different s.r. and RH conditions are shown in each
figure. The approximate line is also shown in each figure.
It is seen from Figures 14-16 that the slope of approximate line for the relation between standard deviation of distribution of Treact-Tini and total voltage is
negative. It can be claimed that the wider temperature distribution provides the

Figure 14. Relation between standard deviation of distribution of Treact-Tini and total voltage (separator thickness = 2.0 mm).

Figure 15. Relation between standard deviation of distribution of Treact-Tini and total voltage (separator thickness = 1.5 mm).
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Figure 16. Relation between standard deviation of distribution of Treact-Tini and total voltage (separator thickness = 1.0 mm).

reduction in power generation performance. In addition, we can see from Figures 14-16 that the total voltage drops with the reduction in separator thickness.
The total voltage drops at the high current density such as 0.80 A/cm2, which
was set in the power generation experiment in order to measure Tsurf,a and Tsurf,c
by thermograph, is larger with the decrease in separator thickness [45] since the
drying impact is larger. Therefore, the total voltage decreases with the decrease
in separator thickness. Moreover, as to the case of separator thickness of 1.0 mm,
it is found that the distribution range of standard deviation of Treact-Tini is smaller
compared to the other separator cases, while the total voltage shows the larger
variation compared to the other separator cases. The separator thickness of 1.0
mm consists of saddle thickness of 0.5 mm and channel height of 0.5 mm. Since
the channel cross sectional area is a half compared to the other separator cases,
the velocity and concentration of gas is larger, resulting that the fuel and oxidant can
be supplied to the catalyst layer well. Therefore, it seems that the distribution of

Treact-Tini becomes more even, which indicates the distribution range of standard
deviation of Treact-Tini is smaller. On the other hand, it is thought PEM and catalyst layer are dehydrated easily in case of separator thickness of 1.0 mm due to
smaller heat capacity [45]. Especially, the power generation performance declines in case of separator thickness of 1.0 mm under low RH condition due to
dehydration caused by small heat capacity [45]. Therefore, the power generation
performance is influenced by RH condition and temperature distribution strictly. Regarding Figure 16, the data with small standard deviation of 0.19˚C and
small total voltage of 0.19 V are obtained under the low RH condition such as A
40% RH, C 40% RH. This type of low RH condition causes the other data exhibiting low total voltage shown in Figure 16. Consequently, it is believed that the
power generation performance in case of separator thickness of 1.0 mm is influenced by the decrease in cross sectional area as well as dehydration, resulting
that the total voltage shows the larger variation compared to the other separator
cases.
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Summarizing the results and discussion, we can suggest that thin separators
(such as the thickness of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm) are not suitable for higher temperature operation than usual. This study thinks a smaller distribution range of
the standard deviation of Treact-Tini is obtained in the case of separator thickness
of 1.0 mm because of low power generation performance. Since the heat capacity
of thinner separator is smaller, the cell of PEFC is easy to be dehydrated due to
the temperature rise. H+ conductivity of PEM and the activity of catalyst are
lower under dry conditions, resulting that the power generation performance
declines. In addition, the electrochemical reaction is not progressed well under
dry conditions, resulting that H2O and reaction heat are not produced well. It is
thought that the produced H2O and generated reaction heat cause the wider
in-plane temperature distribution. From the polarization curves, as shown before, the power generation performance decreases with the reduction in the separator thickness, especially at the current density of 0.80 A/cm2 where the in-plane
distribution of Tsurf was measured by means of thermograph in the experiment.
We can say that the lower power generation performance condition is not suitable for application at Tini = 100˚C. Therefore, this study claims that the thinner
separators are not suitable for application at high temperatures such as Tini =
100˚C. Since the control of humidification, as well as in-plane distribution of
Treact-Tini at a higher temperature, is stricter than usual operation temperature,
hydration of supply gas and thermal properties of cell components of PEFC
should be considered for analyzing electrochemical reaction. According to the
state-of-art review on research and development of separators [47] [48] [49], the
material type composite and surface coating processes have been investigated to
improve the conductivity and H2O behavior. However, the thermal properties of
the separator have not been investigated yet. Therefore, this study would like to
suggest that the thermal properties of the separator such as heat capacity and thermal conductivity should be improved to obtain better power generation performance.

4. Conclusions
This study has examined the effect of separator thickness on the distribution of
Treact-Tini in single PEFC changing flow rates and RHs of supply gases at Tini =
100˚C. The distribution of Treact has been evaluated by the heat transfer model
considering H2O vapor transfer, which uses the separator’s back temperature measured by thermograph experimentally. The following conclusions are obtained
from this study:
1) The effect of the flow rate of supply gases on the distribution of Treact-Tini is
not large among the investigated conditions.
2) The effect of RH of air surrounding a single PEFC on the distribution of
Treact-Tini is not significant among the investigated conditions.
3) The temperature declines at positions D, L and T in case of separator thickness of 2.0 mm through the temperature increases along with the gas flow with
the gas channel by approximately 1˚C in case of separator thickness of 1.5 mm
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and 1.0 mm.
4) It is revealed that the slope of the approximate line for the relation between
the standard deviation of the distribution of Treact-Tini and total voltage is negative, indicating that the wider temperature distribution provides the reduction in
power generation performance.
5) Regarding the case of separator thickness of 1.0 mm, it is revealed that the
distribution range of standard deviation of Treact-Tini is smaller compared to the
other separator cases, while the total voltage shows a larger variation compared
to the other separator cases.
6) This study claims that the thin separators, i.e. thickness of 1.5 mm and 1.0
mm are not suitable for higher temperature operation than usual.
7) In future work, this study suggests that the thermal properties of separators
such as heat capacity and thermal conductivity should be improved to obtain a
better power generation performance at higher temperature operation than usual.
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Nomenclature
A: heat transfer area which equals to the active area of MEA [m2]
Ccat: H2O vapor concentration in catalyst layer at cathode side [kg/m3]
CI: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between MPL and GDL at cathode side [kg/m3]

CII: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between GDL and separator
channel at cathode side [kg/m3]

CIII: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between separator rib or separator channel and separator except for rib at cathode side [kg/m3]

CIV: H2O vapor concentration on the surface of separator’s back surface at cathode side (=H2O vapor concentration in the air in the experimental room)
[kg/m3]

CV: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer
at cathode side [kg/m3]

CVI: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between catalyst layer and MPL
at anode side [kg/m3]

CVII: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between MPL and GDL at
anode side [kg/m3]

CVIII: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between GDL and separator
rib or separator channel at anode side [kg/m3]

CIX: H2O vapor concentration on the interface between separator rib and separator channel at anode side [kg/m3]

CX: H2O vapor concentration on the surface of separator’s back surface at
anode side [kg/m3]
DH2 O-H2 : binary diffusivity of H2O and H2 [m2/s]

DH2 O-O2 : binary diffusivity of H2O and O2 [m2/s]
Ei: ideal energy generation rate from the H2O formation by H2 and O2 estimated by higher heating value [W]
F: Faraday constant (=96,500) [C/mol]
Hchan,a: heat flux through channel of separator at anode side [W]
Hchan,c: heat flux through channel of separator at cathode side [W]
Hreact: heat generation rate [W]
Hrib,a: heat flux through rib at anode side [W]
Hrib,c: heat flux through rib at cathode side [W]
I: load current [A]
i: segment [-]
Kchan,a: overall heat transfer coefficient through channel of separator at anode
side [W/(m·K)]
Kchan,c: overall heat transfer coefficient through channel of separator at cathode
side [W/(m∙K)]
Krib,a: overall heat transfer coefficient through rib at anode side [W/(m·K)]
Krib,c: overall heat transfer coefficient through rib at cathode side [W/(m·K)]
kcat: thermal conductivity of catalyst layer [W/(m·K)]
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kchan,a: thermal conductivity of mixed gas in channel of separator at anode side
[W/(m·K)]

kchan,c: thermal conductivity of mixed gas in channel of separator at cathode
side [W/(m·K)]

kGDL: thermal conductivity of GDL [W/(m·K)]
kMPL: thermal conductivity of MPL [W/(m·K)]
kPEM: thermal conductivity of PEM [W/(m·K)]
krib,a: thermal conductivity of separator rib at anode side [W/(m·K)]
krib,c: thermal conductivity of separator rib at cathode side [W/(m·K)]
ksep: thermal conductivity of separator except for rib [W/(m·K)]
mH2 : molar consumption rate of supplied H2 [mol/s]
mO2 : molar consumption rate of supplied O2 [mol/s]
n: valence ion (=2) [-]
qHHV: ideal energy generation rate estimated on higher heating value [kJ/mol]
s.r.: stoichiometric ratio [-]

Tini: initial operation temperature [K or ˚C]
Treact: temperature of reaction surface [K or ˚C]
Treact,chan: temperature of reaction surface under separator channel [K or ˚C]
Treact,rib: temperature of reaction surface under separator rib [K or ˚C]
Tsurf,a: separator’s back surface temperature at anode side [K or ˚C]
Tsurf,c: separator’s back surface temperature at cathode side [K or ˚C]
V: total voltage obtained by the power generation experiment [V]
WF: electric power generation by PEFC [W]
dcat: thickness of catalyst layer [m]
dchan: thickness of separator channel [m]
dGDL: thickness of GDL [m]
dMPL: thickness of MPL [m]
dPEM: thickness of PEM [m]
dsep: thickness of separator except for rib [m]
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